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CHAMPAGNE
LAURENT-PERRIER
 Harmony Demi-Sec 

$98.00
* Suggested retail price

Vegan

Service fees $16.00

Product code 15250248

Licensee price $82.00

Format 6x750ml

Listing type Private import

Status Unavailable

Type of product Sparkling wine

Country France

Regulated designation Appellation origine controlée (AOC)

Region Champagne

Varietal(s) Chardonnay 45 %

Varietal(s) Pinot Noir 40 %

Varietal(s) Pinot Meunier 15 %

Colour White

Closure type Cork

ABOUT THIS WINERY
Some houses are not just producers, they are quite simply icons. In place since 1812, at the crossroads of the
three great wine regions of the Marne, Grand Cru in Champagne, Laurent-Perrier makes exquisite threads of
bubbles that are found in 147 countries. Beholden to the one who forged the style and reputation of the House,
Bernard de Nonancourt, the House stands out for its spiritual independence and daring.

TASTING NOTES
Bright and elegant robe of golden yellow color, quite sustained. An intense and rich nose with notes of dried
fruits, almonds and hazelnuts, as well as toasted aromas. After a few years of aging, the nose evolves towards
rich nuances of honey and pine sap. An ample and generous wine. A warm and rich palate dominated by
roundness.
Pairings with parsley-type cheeses, Asian and Indian cuisine and desserts such as millefeuille.

PRODUCT NOTES
The evolution of the general taste towards less sweet wines and consumption as an aperitif have led to the
generalization of brut champagnes, but many amateurs continue to appreciate the subtlety of the pleasures of
the past that Demi-Sec represents.
Harmony is a round and delicate wine thanks to a high proportion of Chardonnay and a balanced dosage.

PRODUCTION NOTES
More than 55 Crus go into its composition. Dosage: 40g / L. The wine is dosed with a liqueur composed of
cane sugar and wine from the same vintage. Aging: 3 years.

17,5 / 20 Points
Bettane & Desseauve

16 / 20 Points
Jancis Robinson
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